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NOW when Mr George Bush has
taken the oath of office for his second tenn, an~ys~s are tryIng to figure out what lies m store for the next
four years. With second tenn presi.
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Important
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tenn Congress elections,
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an the driving, especially when it is driving
dangero.usly. and so~etimes even in the
wrong direcnon. That ISthe reason European
nations are trying to put relations with
Washington back on track ahead of the Bush
visit to the European Union and Nato headquarters next month.
Calls for stronger transatlantic cooperation
are emanating not only from America's tradi.
tional allies '- Britain, Netherlands, Poland
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but also from

Germany and France, who opposed the US-led
mcumbent
usually becomes a lame
invasion of Iriiq. But itwill not be easy to bring
duck.
about genuine understanding and cooperation
Since the first term was devoted to chang- between the United States and its European
ing ~e world, the second term is expected to allies. The two sides continue to differ on a
be devoted to changing America. It is widely numberof economic and political issues like
believed that the main focus of change will be Iraq's reconstruction, p~
in the MidJ!k

Mter declaring that America has delivered
democracy, there may be the temptation to
leave Iraq before a new government has
established itself'in Baghdad, especially if
American troops continue to die at the cur- I
rent rate.
-Iran presents another problem. The
Europeans want the United States to support
the efforts being made by France, Germany
and Britain to bring, to an end Iran's nuclear
programme.

Publicly,

Washington

supports

the Europeans, but privately Americans offidaIs maintain that the' negotiations are
doomed to failure because the Iranians are
bent upon acquiring nuclear weapons.
Another bone of contention is that.. the
Americans want the Europeans to agree that
if their current negotiations fail and they hit
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Throughout his election carnpart of the pensions system"
"
paign, Mr Bush repeatedly said
and ultimately a part of the SInCePresIdent Bush s first term was devoted that if, re-elected, he would fulfil
,

health system, simplify the tax

system and create what he
calls an "~wnership"

society.

The magmtude of Mr Bush's
domestic agenda is likely to
keep him engaged on the,

home front most of the time.
It may be recalled that even

inhisfirsttermMrBushintroduced some
extraordinary
measures
at home:
among'
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to ch anglng the wor,ld the second term IS
exp ected to be devoted to chan ging America ' It
is widely believed that the main focus of
change WIll be at home
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his comminnent to spread democracy throughout the Middle East.
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expressed ,to "use the next four
years to spend the capital of the

United State$ on a Palestinian
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and the further consolidation
of executive power.
What new trends are expected in American
foreign policy in the next four years? Mr Bush
told British Prime Minister Tony Blair last
November that he would work to deepen
America's transatlantic
ties with European
nations and intended to visit Europe as soon
as possible after his inauguration.
He is
scheduled to arrive in Europe on February
22.
The choice oTMs Condoleezza Rice as secretary of state is significant. Though Ms Rice'
is les!;-Inultilateralist than Colin Powell, her
appoinnnent will result in a more coordinated foreign policy. Also, it is taken as a signal
that Mr Bush, by asserting greater control
over the state deparnnent, is preparing to
engage more with his European allies. This
assessment

is confirmed

by the appoinnnent

of Robert Zoe1lick as deputy secretcuy of
state. The former counsellor to James Baker,
senior Bush's secretary of state, and at present US trade representative,
Zoe1lick is a
known mternationalist and will facilitate dialogue with European nations. He fully understands the way globalization serves US interests and the need to manage it with European
allies.
The real concern of Europeans is about
unconstrained US power and about regainirlg
some control over how it is exercised. Long
accustomed to helping shape the world, they
do not want to sit back now and let the US do

Palestinians to come to terms with
each other or whether he just
The issue of China is a sensitive one for wants to build up Palestinian institutions and
both the Americans and the Europeans. Since encourage Palestinian democracy.
the beginning of his first term, a lot of change
All said and done, the fact remains that
has taken,place in the thinking of Mr Bush America's current, global predominance conwilli regard to China which has moved from stitutes unipolarity. Despite what others have
public enemy number one to a more nuanced
argued or wished, no attempts to equal US
position. The choice of Zoellick, a known power are likely to succeed in the foreseeable
pragmatist on China, as deputy secretary of future. The sources of American strength are
state, will also be helpful in maintaining good so varied and durable that the US at present
relations with the Chinese. Th~dispute ~enjoys
more freedom in foreign policy choicthe Europeans over China has arisen because
es than any other country in modem history.
the EU is planning, atter the visit of ~ch
AI>far as the conduct of the US foreign poland German presIdents to Beijing, to lift the icy is concerned, it appears almost certain
arms embargo on China impo~ed "fter we that the focus of the second Bush term will be
19~9 l1ananmen,affair. The Americans do not on changing America rather than the world.
w~e
arm:; €ntbargo on China lifted.
George Bush will have less and less time for
Th~rU~ grievance is that though in Iraq it, affairs outside the country. It also appears
did what

the Europeans

wanted

it to do

-

transferred
sovereignty,
returned
to the
France
United Nations, arranged elections
and Germany have hardly mod~rated their
hostility. While the Americans are going to
declare the Iraqi elections a success. the
Europeans will declare them a failure. The
Americans want at least political' support
from the Europeans on Iraq and preferably
much more material help. But this seems a
tall order at the moment.
As the domestic agenda sucks in Mr. Bush,
there is a possibility that he will minimize his
comminnents overseas. The first opportunity
is likelv to romp "f.o~ .J.~ T-~~; olprtions. .

-

that there

will be no major

changes

in the US

foreign policy in the next four years.
During his recent visit to Canada, Mr. Bush
was asked about polls showing fall in
America's reputation north of the border. "I
haven't seen the polls you look at," replied
Mr. Bush. "We just had a poll in our country
where people decided that the foreign policy
of the (Bush) administration ought to stay in
place for another four years." That confirms
the view that no serious reappraisal of foreign
policy is being contemplated for the second
Bush term.
The writer is a former ambassador.

